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Abstract 
It is known that by iterating the look-ahead tree languages for deterministic top-down tree 
automata, more and more powerful recognizing devices are obtained. Let DR, = DR, where 
DR is the class of all tree languages recognizable by deterministic top-down tree automata, and 
let, for n 2 1, DR, be the class of all tree languages recognizable by deterministic top-down tree 
automata with DR,_, look-ahead. Then DR, c DR, c DR, t .-.. Slutzki and VBgvGlgyi 
(1993) showed that the composition powers of the class of all deterministic top-down tree 
transformations with deterministic top-down look-ahead (DTTDR) form a proper hierarchy, i.e. 
(DTTDR)" c (DTTDR)ntl for n > 0. Along the proof they studied the notion of the deterministic 
top-down tree transducer with DR, look-ahead (dttDRn) and showed that 
(DTTDR)"+l E DTTDRn (n 2 0), where DTTDRm stands for the class of all tree transformations 
induced by dttDR” ‘s. Our aim is to show the reversed inclusion, i.e. DTTDRn c (DTTDR)ntl 
(n 2 0). This implies a precise characterization DTTDRM =(DTTDR)"+' (n 2 0), and implies that 
the classes DTTDRm (n 2 0) form a proper hierarchy. 
1. Introduction 
Top-down tree transducers (the induced class of tree transformations is denoted by 
TT) were originally introduced [16, IS] as models of syntax-directed translation [ 131. 
It was immediately shown in [16, IS] that top-down tree transformations are not 
closed under composition, i.e. TT c TT', and it was conjectured in [l, 14, 151 that 
iterating composition of TT gives rise to a proper hierarchy. This conjecture was 
finally proved by Engelfriet [4], see also [S]; that is, it was proved that for all n 2 0, 
TT" c TT"+'. Interestingly, deterministic top-down tree transformations (denoted 
by DTT) are also not closed under composition, i.e. DTT c DTT2, but Fiilijp and 
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Vagviilgyi [9] have shown that DTT2 = DTT3. Thus, in the deterministic case, the 
hierarchy DTT” (n 2 1) collapses to the second level. 
Top-down (deterministic and nondeterministic) tree transducers with regular look- 
ahead (the classes of the induced tree transformations are denoted, respectively, by 
DTTR and TTR) were introduced and studied in [3]. (The regular look-ahead is 
a look-ahead computable by a nondeterministic top-down tree automaton, see, for 
example, [19].) It was shown there that DTTR is closed under composition, whereas 
TTR is not. That is, (DTTR)2 = DTTR and TTR c (TTR)2. Indeed it easily follows 
from the results of [3,4] that, as in the case without look-ahead, iterating composition 
of top-down tree transducers with regular look-ahead produces a proper hierarchy, 
i.e.foralln >O,(TTR)” c (TTR)n+‘. Of course, because of closure under composition, 
the corresponding deterministic hierarchy collapses to the first level. 
In [lo] Fi.ilijp and Vagvijlgyi introduced and studied deterministic and nondeter- 
ministic top-down tree transducers with deterministic top-down look-ahead (the 
classes of the induced tree transformations are denoted, respectively, by DTTDR and 
TT”“). The deterministic top-down look-ahead is a look-ahead computable by 
a deterministic top-down tree automaton. It is again easy to show that TTDR is not 
closed under composition and that iterating composition gives rise to a proper 
hierarchy, i.e. for every n B 0, (TTDR)” c (TTDR)“+ ‘. Indeed, by the results in [3,4], 
the three “iterated-composition” hierarchies TT” (n 2 l), ( TTR)” (n > l), and (TTDR) 
(n 2 l), each being proper on its own, mesh into a single hierarchy: 
TT” E (TTDR)” G (TTR)” c TT”+’ (n 2 1) (7) 
which is (of course) infinite, but not known to be proper at every one of its inclusions. 
The main thrust in [lo] was the study of deterministic top-down tree transducers 
with deterministic top-down look-ahead (denoted, as mentioned above, by DTTDR). It 
was shown there that DTTDR is not closed under composition, but the quesion of 
whether iterating composition leads to a proper hierarchy was left open. This question 
was recently settled in [17]: for every 12 3 0, (DTTDR)” c (DTTDR)n+l. The proof in 
[17] uses the following classes of tree languages defined previously in [ll]: 
DRo = DR, 
D&,+1 = dom(DTADRn) (n 2 l), 
where dom(DTADRn) is the class of all tree languages recognized by deterministic 
top-down tree automata with look-ahead languages from the class DR, (as previously 
mentioned, DR is the class of all tree languages recognized by dete,rministic top-down 
tree automata without look-ahead). FiilGp and Vagviilgyi [l l] proved that these 
classes form a proper hierarchy within the class of recognizable tree languages (which, 
recall, was denoted by R), i.e. for every n 2 0, DR, c DR,+ 1. 
In [17] the authors defined and studied deterministic top-down tree transducers 
with DR, look-ahead (the class of the induced tree transformations is denoted by 
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DTTDRn) and have shown that 
(DTTDR)nfl G DTTDRn, (tt) 
which intuitively means that composition of (n + 1) many deterministic top-down tree 
transducers with DR look-ahead can be computed by a single deterministic top-down 
tree transducer with sufficiently powerful look-ahead. For some (too long) time the 
authors have suspected (and attempted, in vain, to prove) that 
DTTDR2 _ Cc “JiO(DTTDR)” # 8. 
In this paper we show that this inequality does not hold; indeed we are able to prove 
the converse of (tt), i.e., for every n 2 0, 
DTTDRn c (DTTDR)“+l. (8 
This proof is the main technical result of this paper. It is rather long and involved. By 
(tt) we have a full characterization 
and the consequence that DTTDRn (n 2 1) forms a proper hierarchy. The proof of ($) is 
based on the decomposition result 
D TTDRn c D TTDR o D TTDRn - ’ - (Ot) 
which, in turn, is proved by induction. For the base level, n = 1, we have to argue how 
to trade the look-ahead power DR, = dom(DTADR), with the composition operation 
involving two deterministic top-down tree transducers with only DR = DR,, look- 
ahead. In the general case II b 2, in a nutshell, we “unfold” the look-ahead all the way 
to the n = 1 case, use the base level result, and then “fold” the look-ahead back. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give precise definitions of the 
various classes of tree transducers discussed in this paper. In Section 3 we present the 
main technical results, viz. the proof of ($$). Because of its length, this section is split 
into two parts; Part A deals with the base case, n = 1, and Part B treats the case n > 2. 
Section 4 summarizes the results, draws some immediate consequences, and poses 
some open problems. 
2. Preliminaries 
A ranked alphabet C is an alphabet in which every symbol has a unique rank (arity) 
in the set of nonnegative integers. For any m B 0, we denote by C, the set of symbols 
in C which have rank m. For a ranked alphabet C and a set H, the set of trees (or terms) 
over C indexed by H, denoted by TX(H), is the smallest set U satisfying the following 
two conditions: 
(if Hu.& E U, 
(ii) o(t 1 ,..., t,)EUwheneverm>O,oEC,,andt, ,..., t,eU. 
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The set of trees over C is Tz(0), and we write T, for T,(0). We specify a countable set 
X = {x1, x2, . ..} of variables and set X, = {x1, . . . ,x,} for every m 2 0. We distin- 
guish a subset i’,(X,) of Tz(X,J as follows: a tree t E Tz(X,) is in TZ(X,) if and only if 
each variable in X, appears exactly once in t and the order of the variables in t is 
x1, . . . ,x,. For example, if C = Z,, u C2 with C,, = (a} and C2 = (o}, then 
~J(x~, o(a, x1)) E Tz(Xl) but CJ(X~, a@, x1)) $ Tz(X,). On the other hand, 
0(x1, ~(a, x2)) E T,(X,). For a unary ranked alphabet A and a set L of terms, A(L) 
denotes the set {a(t) 1 a E A and t E L}. 
The notion of tree substitution is defined as follows. Let m 2 0, t E Tz(X,), and 
t1,.-., t, E Tz. We denote by t[t 1,. _. , t,] the tree over C which is obtained from t by 
replacing each occurrence of Xi in t by ti for every 1 < i < m. 
A partition of T, is a set II of nonempty subsets of T, such that 
(i) for any two different sets A, B E II, A n B = 0, 
(ii) T, = UAEnA. 
For each partition II of Tz, the corresponding equivalence relation on Tz is denoted 
by p(n). For a set U of partitions, let the coarsest refinement of U, denoted by 
be the partition corresponding to the equivalence relation n n E vp(ZZ). 
Let C and A be two ranked alphabets. Then any subset of Tz x Td is a tree 
transformation from Tz to Td. For a tree language L, the partial identity {(t, t) 1 t E L) 
is denoted by ID(L). 
Definition 2.1. A top-down tree transducer (tt for short) is a system 
SZZ = (Z, A, A, Ao, P), where 
(1) C is a ranked input alphabet; 
(2) A is a ranked output alphabet; 
(3) A is a unary ranked state alphabet such that A n (C u A u X) = 8; 
(4) A0 is a subset of A, the set of initial states; 
(5) P is a finite set of rules of the form 
where m 2 0, IJ E C,, a E A, and t E Td(A(X,)). 
Computation of tt’s is formalized as follows. Define the binary relation * d on the 
set Td(A(Tz)) so that for any t, s E Td(A(Tz)), t = d s if and only if the following two 
conditions hold: 
(a) there is a rule u(o(xl, . . . ,x,)) -+ r in P, 
(b) s can be obtained from t by replacing an occurrence of a subtree u(o(tl, . . . , t,)) of 
t by rCtl , . . . , t,], where tI , . . . , t, E T,. 
Clearly, the relation +& is interpreted as a method of rewriting terms into 
terms. The reflexive-transitive closure of +d, denoted by as, is interpreted 
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as the computation relation of d. The tree transformation computed by & is the 
relation 
r&= {(t,s)E Trx T,la(t) =$ s for some a~&}. 
We now introduce some special types of tt’s. Let ~2 = (C, A, A, AO, P) be a tt. We 
say that d is 
(a) a deterministic top-down tree transducer (dtt) if A0 is a singleton and there are no 
two different rules in P with the same left-hand side; 
(b) a top-down tree automaton (ta) if Z = A and each rule in P is of the form 
a(@,, . . . ,x,)) -+ a(ul(xl), . . . , a,(~,,,)) where a, al, . . . , a, E A; in that case, the 
tree transformation Z~ is a partial identity on T,; 
(c) a deterministic top-down tree automaton (dta) if ~2 is a ta and a dtt. 
The class of all tree transformations computed by tt’s (respectively, dtt’s, ta’s, and 
dta’s) is denoted by TT (respectively, DTT, TA, and DTA). The tree language recog- 
nized by ta d is L(d) = dom(zd). The classes of tree languages recognized by ta’s and 
dta’s are 
R = dom(TA) and DR = dom(DTA). 
Here R is the well-known class of recognizable tree languages, equal to the class of 
all tree languages definable by bottom-up tree automata. It is well known that 
DR c R or equivalently DTA c TA; a proof can be found in [2] or [12]. 
Top-down tree transducers with look-ahead, one of the main topics of this paper, 
were defined in [S]. It transpired that they have a number of nice properties, especially 
in the deterministic case. For example, the class of deterministic top-down tree 
transformations with regular look-ahead is closed under composition. The concept of 
look-ahead also proved useful in other contexts [6-81. Following [3], Fiiliip and 
Vagvdlgyi [9, lo] defined and studied top-down tree transducers and deterministic 
top-down tree automata with deterministic top-down look-ahead capacity. 
Let C be a class of tree languages. A top-down tree transducer with C look-ahead (tt”) 
is a system d = (C, A, A, AO, P), where the components are defined exactly as in 
Definition 2.1, except that the rules in P are of the form 
(44x1, . . . ,&I))+ r; L1, . . ..JQ. 
where 
4fJ(Xl, . . . 7x,))+ t 
is an ordinary tt-rule, as in Definition 2.1, and for each 1 d i d m, Li G TX is 
a language in C. The look-ahead tree languages L1, . . . , L, act as “guards” for the 
application of the above rule. The one-step communication of J&’ is the binary relation 
d d on Td (A(TZ)) defined such that t - d s if and only if 
(a) there is a rule (u(o(xl, . . . ,x,)) --) r; L1, . . . , L,) in P, and 
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(b) t has a subtree t’ = a(c+tl, . . . , t,)) with ti E Li (1 < i < m) and s is obtained by 
substituting I [t 1, . . . , t,] for an occurrence of t’ in t. 
It can be seen from the definition of aI what the notion look-ahead means: 
a rule can be applied at a node of a tree only if the direct subtrees of that node 
are in the tree languages given in the rule. As usual, *5, the reflexive- 
transitive closure of *I, formalizes the concept of computation of ttc’s, and the 
binary relation 
rd = {(t, s) E T, x Td 1 u(t) 2 s for some a E A,} 
defines the tree transformation induced by &‘. 
We define the following varieties of ttc. Let _M’ = (C, A, A, AO, P) be a ttc. We say 
that ~2 is 
(a) a top-down tree automaton with C look-ahead (tat) if C = A and each rule in P 
is of the form (a(o(xi, . . . ,x,)) -+ o(al(x,), . . . , a,(~,)); L1, . . . , L,) where 
,...,a,EA; 
(b) zieterministic top-down tree transducer with C look-ahead (dttc) if A0 is a singleton 
set and Li n Lj = 8 holds for some i, 1 d i 6 m, whenever two different rules in 
P: (a(o(xI, . . . ,x,)) + r,; L,, . . . , L,) and (a(o(xi, . . . ,x,)) + r2; L;, . . . , Lk) 
have the same left-hand side, 
(c) a deterministic top-down tree automaton with C look-ahead (dtac) if ~2 is a tat and 
a dttc. 
Note that if d is deterministic, then JZZ’ can apply at most one rule at any given 
node. This is because for any two different rules in P with the same left-hand side there 
exists a variable xi such that the two look-ahead sets corresponding to Xi are disjoint. 
The tree language recognized by a tat d is L(d) = dom(z&). Given a tat d = 
(C, C, A, A,,, P), and a state a E A, let &” = (E, C, A, a, P), and L(&‘, a) = L(d’). 
Thus L(d, a) stands for the tree language recognized by &’ starting from the state a. 
The class of all tree transformations defeined by all ttc’s (respectively, dttc’s, tat’s, and 
dtac’s) is denoted by TTC (respectively, DTTc, TA’, and DTA’). The following result 
was proved in [3]. 
Proposition 2.2. Let ~4 be a ttR. Then dom(r&) E R. 
By Proposition 2.2, we can iterate the look-ahead tree languages, without leaving R, 
as follows. Let DR,, = DR and let, for n 2 1, DR, be the class of tree languages 
recognizable by deterministic top-down tree automata with DR,-I look-ahead. By 
Proposition 2.2, DR, c R for every n 2 0. Fiilop and Vagvdlgyi [l l] proved the 
following result. 
Proposition 2.3. For each n >, 1, DR,_l c DR,. 
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3. The results 
First we prove two preparatory lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. Let zl = (C, C, A, ao, P&), 28 = (C, C, B, b,, Pa) be two dta’s. Let a E A 
and b E B be states such that L(d, a) n L(93, b) = 8. Then for each CT E C, (m 2 l), !f 
b(a(xl, . . . ,x,))-‘(~(bl(x1),...,b,(x,))~P~, 
then there exists an i (1 < i d m) such that L(&‘, ai) n L(Sl, bi) = 0. 
Proof. If for each i (1 < i < m) there is a tree pi in the intersection L(&‘, ai) n L(W, bi), 
then the tree o(p,, . . . ,p,) is in L(d, a) n L(8, b). Contradiction. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let L, M E DR be two nonempty tree languages over C such that 
L n M = 0. Then there exist tree languages L’, M’, N E DR such that L E L’, M s M’ 
and either {L’, M’, N} or {L’, M’} is a partition of Tz. 
Proof. Let d = (C, C, A, ao, P&), .9 = (C, C, B, b,, Pg) be two dta’s such that 
L = L&Z) and M = L(23). Without loss of generality we may assume that d and 
?4 reject only at the leaves, that is, for each G E C, (m 3 l), a E A and b E B, there exists 
a rule with left-hand side a(a(xl, . . , ,x,)) in Pd and there exists a rule with left-hand 
side b(o(x,, . . . ,x,)) in Ps. We now define dta’s &‘, 9Y and 97 such that L(d’) = L’, 
L(99’) = M’, and L(V) = N. The dta’s A&“, 98’ and %’ will have a common set of states: 
C = {[a, b] E A x B ) L(s&‘, a) n L(.!2l, b) = 0> u {id}, 
and the same initial state [a,, b,] E C. The three dta’s will also have almost identical 
rules. We define now the set P of those rules which are present in all three dta’s. For 
each m > 0, (T E C,, we let 
id(o(xl, . . . ,x,)) + a(id(xl), . . , id(x,)) E P. 
For each m > 1, o E C,, and [a, b] E C, consider two rules 
a(o(x,, . . . ,x,))--, &(xl), . . . ,4x,)) E Pd 
and 
W-q, . . . >x,l)-+ 4,(x,)> . . . ,hn(xnJ) E Pa. 
By Lemma 3.1, let j (1 < j Q m) be smallest index such that 
L(&, aj) n L(a, bj) = 0. 
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For every 1 < i < m define 
[aj, bj] if i =j, 
id otherwise 
and put the rule [a, b](o(x,, . . . ,x,)) + a(cl(xl), . . . ,c,(x,)) in P. Now define dta’s 
d’ = <C, C, C, [ao, bd Pk), @ = (Z .L C, rao, hl, Pk>, and W = CC, & C, 
CG,, hl, &>, where 
Pi,v=Pu{ra,bl() cr ~aloECo,[a,b]EC,a(o)~oEP~}, 
P,*=Pu {C~A( c + G 1 D E Z,, [a, b] E C, b(a) + 6 E P& > 
Pq = P u {[a, b] (cr) + cr ) 0 E C,, [a, b] E C, u(o) + G $ P& & b(a) -+ o 4 Pa}, 
Now, if Pw = P, then L(W) = N = 8 and N is not an element of the partition. To 
conclude the proof of Lemma 3.2, it suffices to prove the following claim. 
Claim A. For every [a, b] E C, and p E Tz, exactly one of the conditions: 
p E L(s4’, [a, b]), p E L(w’, [a, b]), and p E L(%, [a, b]) holds. 
Proof (By induction on the structure of trees). If p E CO, then the rule [a, b](p) --) p is 
in exactly one of the sets P&s, P@,, PV and hence p belongs to exactly one of the 
languages L(&‘, [a, b]), L(B’, [a, bl), and L(%‘, [a, b]). 
Suppose p = a(~,, . . . ,p,) for some 0 E C, (m 2 1). Since J&’ and 9 reject only at the 
leaves, there are rules: 
u(o(x,, . . . , GJ) + 4% (Xl 1, .. * 7 %dx,)) E Pd, 
b(o(xl, . . . ,x,))+ a(bl(xl), . . ..b.(x,))~Pg. 
As [a, b] E C, L(d, a) n L(B, b) = 8. So, by Lemma 3.1, let j (1 < j d m) be smallest 
such that L(&, uj) n L(33, bj) = 8. By the definition of P, 
Cu, bl(&, . . . ,X*))-*b(C1tX1),..-,C,(X,))EP, 
where for i # j, Ci = id and cj = [Uj, bj]. By the induction hypothesis exactly one of the 
conditions: 
Pj E L(d’y Cuj, bjlX Pj E L(fl, raj, bjl), Pj E L(qj raj> bjl ) 
holds. Moreover, for i fj, id(pi) a * pi holds for d’, @‘, and %. It follows that exactly 
one of the languages L(&“, [a, b]), L(#, [a, b]), and L(W, [a, b]) contains p. This 
proves Claim A. 
Proof of the Lemma 3.2 is now complete. 0 
In the remainder of this section we show that for each n > 1, 
DTTDRn c DTTDR 0 DTTDRn-l. Because of the length and complexity of the argument 
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we organize the presentation into two parts. In Part A, we argue the base case n = 1, 
which itself is rather involved. In Part B we present the general case, n > 2. 
3.1. The Case n = 1 (Part A) 
Theorem 3.3. DTTDR1 E (DTTDR)2. 
Proof. Roughly, given a dttDR1 &, we construct two dttDR’s 9 and d such that 
r& = r9 0 r8. $9 will be a one-state (total) relabeling which for an input tree p, using its 
capacity of DR look-ahead, partially simulates all look-ahead automata of d and 
puts enough information in the tree, resulting in tree p’, so as to enable d to simulate 
d on p. Along the computation on an input tree, d keeps on carrying out look-ahead 
tests. The look-ahead automata of d, say 94, . . . , $9:) may arrive at a node v, labelled 
by cr E C, (m 2 l), in several states. As 9 does not know the states in which gj 
(1 < j < K) arrives at v, $9 rewrites c into a function symbol $,, where $,, is a finite 
mapping from the set of all states of the &‘j’s. The mapping 1+9~ assigns either # or a rule 
of ~j to a state b of ~j (1 < j < K). Here $,(b) = # means that if .%‘j arrives at v in state 
b, then it cannot apply any rule, and its computation comes to a halt. Moreover, 
$,(b) = r means that if ~j arrives at v in state b, then Sj either applies the rule r, or 
cannot apply any rule because for each rule with left-hand side b(o(xI, . . . , x,)), some 
look-ahead tree language given in the rule does not contain the corresponding direct 
subtree of v. We compute the look-ahead sets appearing in the rules of 9 with 
left-hand side d(a(xI, . . . ,x,,,)), m 2 1, as follows. For each 1 < i d m, consider all pairs 
of rules of 5$‘s with the same left-hand side b(o(x,, . . . ,x,)), (b(o(x,, . . . ,x,))+ Uj; 
L?O ,I, . . ..L.:), (b(a(xl, . . . >x,))-‘uk; L;;, . . . . L&), such that L$’ n Li? = 8. Then, by 
Lemma 3.2, L$ and L,bp induce a partition of Tz. We take the coarsest refinement 
V,i of all these partitions. The look-ahead set Mi assigned to the variable Xi in a rule 
(d(+,, . . . ,x,4)-+ $,(4x,), . . . ,4x,)); Mi, . . . , M,) of 9 is an element of V’ci. More- 
over, Mi is not disjoint from the ith look-ahead sets of the rules of appearing in the 
range of the mapping $,. In fact, they all contain the subtree at the ith son of v. On the 
basis of all this information written by 9 in the tree, the look-ahead automata of d are 
able to simulate the look-ahead automata of d and hence d can simulate &‘. The 
details of the construction and its correctness are given below. 
Let _CS? = (1, d, A, a,, P&) be a dttDR I. Let Li = L(q), 1 d i < K, be all the look- 
ahead sets appearing in the rules of ~2 where SJ = (C, C, B’, b’,, Pg,) is a dtaDR. 
Without loss of generality, Li # 0 (1 d i < K) and all the state sets B’ (1 < i < K) are 
pairwise disjoint. Let 6 = B’ u ... u BK and let F = PB, u ... u P9,. For each b E i?, 
m > 1, and 0 E C,, consider the set of all rules in P^ with left-hand side b(a(x,, . . . , x,)): 
(44x~,...,x,))-+ ul; Lbl”l,...,C,,)r 
(b(@,, . . . ,x,))-+ u,,; L!Z, .. . ,L:;), 
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where n B 0 depends on b and 6, and define a set of triples: 
Zba = {[i,j, k] 11 d i d m, 1 d j < k < n, L;F n Liy = S}. 
For each triple [i, j, k] E Ibo, using Lemma 3.2, there are tree languages 
L?yk, Lipj, L$ E DR such that 
LPP G L??k Jl Jl ) ~;p E L,bpj 
with either the three languages Ljf’, Lip’, Lf$ or the two languages Lj,Yk, Lk;j forming 
a partition of Tz. Denote this partition by II&. For each m 2 1, (T E ,&, and 
1 d i d m, let 
V,i = A A n~~,,~,. 
b E d [i,j, k] E I,, 
Thus, each V,i is a (finite) partition of Tz which satisfies the following property: 
For each m 2 1, CJ E C,, b E 8, [i, j, k] E Zba, and M E Voi, exactly one element of the 
partition @; includes M. (*) 
It is well-known that if L1, L2 E DR are tree language over C, then L, n L2 E DR. 
Each tree language M E Vci is an intersection of finitely many tree languages in DR, 
hence each M E Voi is in DR. 
Let CE C,, m 2 1. A function $J~: B^ + p u {#} is said to be consistent if the 
left-hand side of 4Jb) is b(o(xl, . . . ,x,)) whenever 4,(b) E P. For each CJ E C, (m 2 l), 
let @, be the set of all consistent functions 40. Define a ranked alphabet r such that 
f, = C, and for m 2 1, 
We now define a one-state tt DR .9 = (C, F, {d}, d, Pg) by specifying its rules as 
follows. 
(a) For all c E Z,,, (d(a) --) CT;) is in Pa. 
(b) Let CT E C, (m 2 1) and Mi E V,i (1 ,< i < m). We define the following function 
I//, : 6 + P^ u {#}. Let b E B^ and consider the set of rules (in P^) with left-hand side 
b(a(xl, . . . ,x,)). If there exist rules: (b(a(xl, . . . ,x,)) -+ Uj; L$‘, . . . , Ljg) such that 
Mi n L$’ # 0 for all 1 < i < m, then pick one such rule, say Y, and set t+h,(b) = r. 
Otherwise, set $,(b) = #. Obviously, II/0 E @,. Put the rule 
<44x,, . . . > ~,))~~o(d(xl),...,d(x,)); M,,...,K,) 
in P9. 
The following two claims establish that 9 is deterministic and dom(zs) = Tz. 
Claim B. The ttDR 9 is deterministic. 
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Proof. Consider two different rules in PB with the same left-hand side: 
(44x1, ..’ ,x,4)+ &A4x,),...,%,,)); M,,...,M,), 
<O(xr, . . . > ~,))3~,(d(xl),...,d(x,)); W,...,WJ. 
We need to show that these rules do not violate the requirement of determinism, i.e. 
that there exists some I(1 < 16 m) such that MI n M; = 8. First suppose that for some 
i (1 < i < m), n/r, # Mi. Since Mi, MI E Vbi, we must have Mi n Mi = 8, and in this case 
we are done, because we can choose 1= i. Now suppose that the look-ahead sets in the 
two rules are the same: Ml = M; (1 < I < VI), but 4O # $,. We will show that these 
assumptions lead to a contradiction. Let ~EI? such that (be(b) # $,,(b) and let 
4,(b) = (h(C(X,) . . . )X,)) + Uj; L;y, . . . ) Lt:). 
Case 1: I/I,,(~) = (b(a(xl, . . . ,x,)) + uk; L$, . . . , Liz). Since the 99:s are dtaDR, there 
exists an i (1 < i < m) such that L;: n LfGp = 8. Then, we have 
l ci,j, kl E Iba, 
l the partition IIfs of Tz has either the form n$ = {L;fk, LLy’, L$k} or the form 
Sincz Mi =“Mi E vbi, by property (*), Mi is a subset of exactly one element of the 
partition I7$. Now, by the definition of 9, Mi n LjT # 0 which implies Mj E L$‘yk, 
and Mi n L$ # 0 which implies Mi c Liyj. Since Mi = M:, we have a contradiction. 
Case 2: I/I,(~) = #. In this case, on the one hand Mi n Ljbp # $3 for all i (1 d i < m), 
and on the other hand, by the definition of 9, Mj n L$ = 0 for some l(1 < 1< m). 
Since M, = M;, we have a contradiction. 0 
Claim C. For each tree P E TX, there is a unique tree p’ E T, such that d(p) * 2 p’. 
Proof. First, by induction on the structure of trees, we show that dom(zB) = T,. For 
G E CO, by the construction of 9, d(o) + Q E 1’3. Let p = a@,, . . . , pm) for some 0 E C,,, 
(nz 3 1). Since P’gi (1 < i < m) is a partition of T,, for each i (1 d i < m) there exists 
Mi E P’gi such that pi E Mi. By the construction of 9, there exists a rule 
r = (d(a(x,, . . . ,xm))+ b(d(x1)> . . . ,d(x,)); MI, . . . >M,) 
in Pg and hence 
d(p) = d(a(p,,...,~,)) 
39 &(d(p,), -.. ,d(P,)) by rule r 
3; AT(P;, .-. , pk) (pi, . . . , ph E Tr) by induction hypothesis 
= pl, 
Thus we have shown that dom(zg) = T,, i.e. the existence part of the claim. Unique- 
ness follows from Claim B. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 3.3 (continued). Recall the dttDR’ &’ = (C, A, A, q,, Pd) and its 
look-ahead sets Li = L(gi) where each pi = (C, C, B’, bb, Pai) is a dtaDR (1 < i < K). 
We first define a dta 92i, corresponding to gi (1 < i < K) and denote Lj = L(~i) (the 
formal relationship will be given in Claim D). Since the construction of 4 (from Bi) is 
rather involved (but uniform in i), and in order to avoid using multiple indices in the 
construction, we shall (temporarily) omit the index i from our notation (and trust the 
reader’s ability to reinsert it wherever necessary). Let g = (C, C, B, bO, Pa) be one of 
the Bls. Let Nj = L(&) (1 < j < J) be all the look-ahead sets appearing in the rules of 
~,where~j=(C,~,F~,f~,P~j)isadta(1dj~J).Wedefine~=F’u~~~uFJ 
and P9 = P9, u .a. u P9,, and assume, without loss of generality, that the state sets 
Fj are pairwise disjoint. Since for anyfe F there is a unique j (1 d j < J) such that 
f~ Fj, we shall writef(p) =z- $ p, without causing ambiguity, to meanf(p) =E. gj p for 
the unique j such that f~ Fj. 
We now define the dta Q = (P, P, G, go, Pg) corresponding to 93. The set of states 
and the initial state are 
G = B x P(F^) and go = [b,, 81. 
Intuitively, in the first component of its state the dta 3 simulates the computation of 
33 while in its second component 9 simulates the computations of the look-ahead 
dta’s Fi, . . . , FJ. We proceed to give a formal definition of the rules of 9. 
(a) For each rs E PO ( = Z,) and each [b, SJ E G, we put the rule 
Cb, Sl (4 + 0 
into P$ if and only if b(a) -+ 0 is in Pis and for eachfe S there is a rulef(o) + o in PT. 
(b) Let & E P,,, (m 2 1) and [b, S] E G. We put the rule 
in Pg if and only if the following two conditions hold. 
l 4,(b) is a rule in Pa, of the form: 
<&(x,, . . . ,~,))~a(bl(xl),...,b,(x,)); N,,..-,&,) 
where 1 < kj 6 J (1 < j < m). 
l For eachfE S there is a rule of the form 
j-(4x1, . . . r&l))+ r’ 
in Ps, and for each j (1 < j < m) 
Sj = { f$} U Ius {f’ E ~ If’(xj) occurs in t’}. 
E 
This completes the definition of 9. The formal relationship between W and 93 is given 
in the following claim. 
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Claim D. Let PE TX be a tree such that d(p) => F$ p’ E T,. Then 
p E L(B) if and only if p’ E L(Q). 
Proof. Note that p E L(W) if and only if b,(p) 3 2 p, and similarly, p’ E L(3) if and 
only if [b,, 01 (p’) *g p’. Claim D will follow from the following, more general, 
statement. 
For each b E B, each S c P, and p E Tz such that d(p) =s g p’: 
b(p) * $ p & for each f~ S [f(p) = g p] if and only if [b, S] (p’) G- g p’. ( ** ) 
(only if) This direction is proved by induction on the structure of trees. Suppose 
p = CY E Co and that b(a) - 12, a and that for each f~ S, f(a) +-g c. Since both 
derivations must be one-step derivations we have b(a) + (r E Pg andS(a) + o E pi. By 
the definition of Y, Pg will include a rule [b, S](a) + a. Since p = a = p’, the proof of 
the base case is complete. 
Now suppose G E C, (m 2 l), p = a(~,, . . . , p,), and let 
(b(a(xl,...,x,))-,a(bl(xl),...,b,(x,)); Nkl,...,Nk,) 
be the rule (of Pa) applied in the first step of the derivation b(p) =F- 2 p, where 
l~kj<J(l<j<m).Thenp~~N,,(l~j<rn)andhence 
f$(pj) *g pj (1 d j < m) (I) 
and 
Wpi, . . . ,P,)) g 4b,(pl),...>b,(p,)) 2 ~P,,...,P,) 
which implies 
bj(pj) * i pj (1 d j < m). (1’) 
Recall now the construction of 9. Let Mj E I’gj be such that pj E Mj (1 G j d VI). Then 
9 has a rule 
<W(xl, . . . , x,))~~d(d(x1),....d(x,)); M,,...,M,n>. 
Since pj E Mj n Nkj (1 < j < m), by Claim B, 
4,(b)= (b(o(x,,...,x,))-,o(b,(x,),...,b,(x,)); Nkl,...>Nk,,,). 
It follows that the derivation d(o(p,, . . . ,p,)) =z. 2 p’ can be decomposed 
d(a(p,, . . . > P,)) 50 M(pl),...>d(p,)) q$ ~,(P’I,...,P’,)= P’: 
which implies 
d(pj) *$ PJ (1 < j d m). 
(2) 
(2’) 
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Now, since for eachfe S, f(p) + 5 p, it follows that for eachJE S there is a unique 
rule f(o(xi, . . . , x,)) + tJ in p9. For each j (1 < j d m) define 
Sj = {f$} U u {f’ E P If’(Xj) occurs in tf}. 
.fcs 
By (1) and by the definition of Sj we have that for each j (1 < j < m) and eachfe Sj 
APi) *S Pj. (3) 
By the definition of rules of 9, the rule 
P, Sl (dbh 9 . . ., X,))~~,(Cbl,Sl)(xl),...,[b,,S,l(X,)) (4) 
is in Pg. From (2’), (1’) and (3) it follows, by induction hypothesis, that for each 
j(l< j<m) 
Lbj, sjlCPi> *ii PI. (5) 
Hence, 
ChSl(P’)= ChSl(db(P;>--.>Pi?J) 
as h(Ch, S,l(p’d, ..- ,Chm &J(PLJ) by (4) 
*$ dc(p;,...,~kJ by (5) 
= p’. 
(if) This direction is also proved by induction on the structure of trees. Suppose 
that p = 0 E Co and let b E B, S E f be such that 
d(p) $ P’ and Cb, ~1 (P’) i P’. 
In this case both derivations are one-step derivations, p = p’ = 6, and so [b, S](a) + (r 
is a rule of P9. By the definition of 9, this implies that b(o) --) d is a rule in P~J and that 
for eachfE S there is a rulef(cr) + d in P AF. This shows that the implication holds in 
the base case. 
Now suppose that c E C, (m > 1) and p = a(pI, . . . ,p,). Assume that 
d(P) = W(P,, *.* ,P,)) -0 hr(4Pl),...,4PnJ) -2 &(P;>...,Ph)=P 
and 
(6) 
Cb,Sl(p’)= C~,SI(&(P;,...,PL,)) 3s ~,(Cbl,S,l(~;X...,Cbm,S,l(p~)) 
*t 4AP; ,...,pb)=P (7) 
where 
4,(b)= (b(a(x,,...,x,))-ra(bl(xl),...,b,(x,)); Ntw...,Nk,) 
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is a rule in Pg. From (7), by the definition of rules in Pg, we have for eachfe S, 
,. 
f(@r, a.. ,x,)) -+ tf is in PF 
and for each j (1 < j d m) 
Sj = {ftJ} u (,j {f’ E F\f'(Xj) occurs in tS}. 
.fE s 
(Note that t/ is of the form a(fi(xl), . . . ,&(x,)).) Now, for each j (1 d j < m) we 
obtain from (6) 
d(Pj) *Z Pi7 (6’) 
and from (7) 
Cbj9 sjl (P;) * t P(i. (7’) 
By induction hypothesis we have for each j (1 < j < m) bj(pj) * 2 pj, and for each 
f’ E Sj (1 < j < m) f’(pj) * 5 pj. Thus, pj E Nkj for 1 < j d m. Hence, we have 
b(p) = WP~, . ..>P.)) =g +,h), . . ..hn(p.)) 2 ~PI, . . . ,~m) = P 
and for each f~ S 
f(P)=f(dPl>...> Pm)) 2 t’Cp1,..., Pm1 $ 4PI >..., Pm)‘P. tl 
Proof of Theorem 3.3 (continued). Define the dttDR &’ = (r, A, A, a,, PJ) as follows. 
For each a E A, m > 1, c E C,, 4B E r,,,, the rule 
if and only if 
where for each 1 < j < m, Z> corresponds to Zj via the construction presented above, 
i.e. Z> = L(%,_) = L; if and only if .Zj = L(W,) = Lk. Moreover, for each a E A, # E Co, 
the rule 
(a(o) + q; > E PJ if and only if (a(o) + q; ) E Pd. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that for each a E A, p E T,, p’ E T, with d(p) +- 2 p’, and 
q E Td, the following equivalence holds: 
4P) -2 q if and only if a(p’) =z-s q, (***) 
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(only if) We proceed by induction on the structure of trees. Suppose that p E &,. 
Then the rule (a(p) + 4;) is in P& and so the rule d(p) + p is in Pa. Hence (u(p) + 4;) 
is in P8. 
Now suppose that m 2 1, o E C,, and p = o(pl, . . . ,p,). Then the derivation 
a(p) =s2 q can be written in the following way: 
U(P) = a@(p,, ... 7 Pm)) *.d 40Cal(Pi,),...,uk(Pi,)I $ qO[~l~~~~~~kl = 43 
where 
<44x1,..., x~))+ 40C”l(xi,),...,uk(xi.)1; Z13---~Zm) EPd, 
and p1 EZ~,... ,pm~Zm, qOET’(Xk), k20, q1 ,..., qkETd. Moreover, for each 
l<j<k, 
aj(Pi,) s 4j* 
Consider the derivation 
W(PI, 1.. ,P,)) z &(d(pd, 1.. ,d(p,)) ; Mp’l, . . . ,P’,) 
where for 1 < j 6 m, d(pj) *g pi. By the construction of 6, the rule 
<44,(x1, .-* 9 xm))+ qOC”l(xil)9 --* t”k(xiJl; z;~ *.-tzm> 
is in I’&, where for each 1 < j < m, Zi corresponds to Zj as explained above. By 
Claim D, pj E Z> (1 < j < m). Thus 
dp’) = +#b(PL ..* ,PAJ) 7 40C%(P:,)Y *** ,4(P:,H. 
By the induction hypothesis, for each 1 < j < k, uj(p:,) a$ qij, and hence 
(if) We proceed by induction on the structure of trees. Let p E Co. Then the rule 
(d(p) --) p; ) is in P9, hence p’ = p and (u(p) + q; ) is in PJ. By the construction of 8, 
the rule (u(p)+ q;) is in Pd. 
Now suppose that m 2 1, (T E C,, p = a(~,, . . . ,p,), d(p) a f p’, and a(~‘) * $ q. 
Then the derivation d(p) => lj p’ can be written in the following way: 
d(p) = Wp,, . . . ,P,)) z A(d(pd . . ..d(pm)) $- A(P;, . . ..P.) = P’. 
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where for 1 < j < m, d(pj) +- $ p;. Similarly, the derivation a(~‘) =S 2 q can be written 
in the following way: 
4P’) = 4&wl, . . . ,PLJ =g 40C%(PfJ . . . ,4P::,)l $ 40E41> ... ,q/J = 4, 
where the rule 
(4hAXl> ..’ ~Xm))-)40C~l(Xi,),~~~,~k(Xir)l; z;,...,Gl> 
is in PJ. Moreover, for each 1 6 j < m, pj E Zi, and for each 1 < j < k, uj(pi,) = ,$ qj. 
By the construction of b, the rule 
where for each 1 < j < m, ZJ corresponds to Zj via the construction presented above. 
By Claim D, pi E Zj for 1 < j < m. By the induction hypothesis, for each 1 < j < k, 
uj(Pi,) s 4j. 
Hence 
u(p) = u(@(Pl, ... ,P,)) 2 qoCul(Pi*), . . . 74Pc)l 5 4oc413 . . . ,%+I = 4. q 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3. 0 
3.2. The Case n 3 2 (Part B) 
Theorem 3.4. For each n > 2, DTTDRn c DTTDRo DTTDRn-‘. 
Proof. Intuitively, for a given dttDRn d, we define dttDR 9 and dttDR”-’ _&’ such that 
r& = r9 0 rdd’. We “unfold” the look-ahead sets of d and construct 9 simultaneously 
for all look-ahead dtaDR1’ s of d similarly to the case n = 1. As in the case n = 1, 
a look-ahead dtaDR’ of _G& can be simulated by the composition of $8 and a dtaDR. 
Hence d’ simulates d on the output provided by 9 roughly as follows: the look- 
ahead dtaDR’s of d’ simulate the look-ahead dtaDR% of J&‘, and hence the look-ahead 
dtaDR1’s of &’ simulate the look-ahead dtaDR2’ s of d, . . . , and finally, the look-ahead 
dtaDRn-l’s of d’ simulate the look-ahead dtaDR”‘s of d. Thus the rules of d’ are 
obtained from those of &’ by substituting look-ahead sets in DRnel for look-ahead 
sets in DR,. The details of the construction follow. 
Let d = (C, A, A, ao, Rd) be a dttDRn. For each i (1 d i d n) define a finite set of 
languages v c DRi, and a corresponding (equinumerous) set of automata 
K E DTADRt-I as follows. Let V, E DR, be the set of look-ahead languages of 
~9’ and let W, be a set of dtaDRn- l’s, one for each language in V,, such that 
V, = {L(%?)l%!E W”]. 
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Proceeding inductively, suppose 6 + I and K + i have been defined. Let K E DRi be 
the set of all look-ahead languages in the tree automata a E Wi+ 1, and let 
w G DTADRi- 1 be a set of tree automata for languages in vl:, one for each language in 
K. We have thus defined finite sets of languages: V,, V,_ 1, . . . , Vz, VI, together with 
the corresponding sets of acceptors: W,, W,_ I, . . . , W,, WI. 
NOW let WI = {ail 1 < i < K} and I’, = {Li 1 Li = L(Bi), L%i E WI} where 
gi = (C, C, B’, bb, Pi) is a dtaDR. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
Li # 0 (1 Q i < K) and that the state sets B’ (1 < i < K) are pairwise disjoint. Let 
i = B’ ” . . . u BK and p = PI u ... u PK. 
From J? and p, define a ttDR 9 = (,X, F, (d), d, Pg) using exactly the same con- 
struction as in Part A. The only difference is in the definition of i and 6 in Part A, 
9 was defined from the look-ahead sets of a single dttDR1, while now 9 is defined from 
all the look-ahead sets of all the dtaDR1’ s in W,. It follws, exactly as in Part A, that $3 is 
total and deterministic. That is, Claims B and C hold for (the new) 9. 
Now, for each dtaSB1 2 = (C, C, H, ho, Px) E W,, with N = L(X) E V,, we shall 
define a dtaDR 8x = (r, F, H, h,,, P$). The construction is very similar to the 
construction of the dttDR I from the dttDR1 SXZ in Part A. First, for each look-ahead set 
Li = L(~i) E VI define a dta 9i, with L: = L(ai), exactly as in Part A. Thus each pair 
.6?3i, gi (1 < i 6 K) satisfies Claim D in Part A. Now, the rules of 8x are built as 
follows. 
For each h E H, m 2 1, (r E C,, &,, E I-,, the rule 
@(4,(x,, ... 3 X,))-+~a(hl(Xl),.,.,h,(x,)); z;,...,m4 
if and only if 
where for each 1 < j < m, 23 corresponds to Zj via the requirement: Zj = L(S,) = L6 
if and only if Zj = L(9Jik) = Lk (exactly as in Part A). Moreover, for each h E H, 
r~ E Co = r,, we have 
(h(o) + 0; ) E P$ if and only if (h(a) + a; ) E Pz. 
The correspondence between X and 8” is formally expressed in the following claim, 
analogous to (***) in the proof of Claim E, in Part A. 
Claim F. For each p E Tz with d(p) s-2 p’ E Tr, the following equivalence holds: 
p E L(Z) if and only if p’ E L(&“). 
Proof. It suffices to prove the following, more general, statement: for every h E H, 
p E Tz with d(p) * 2 p’ E Tr, the equivalence 
h(p) *j&p if and only if h(p’) =~-$~p’. 
This is proved in the same as equivalence (***) in Part A. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 3.4 (continued). We are now almost ready to define the dttDRn-’ 
~4’ = (r, A, A, a,,, Pd) such that 
Before specifying the rules of JX~’ we need to define its set of look-ahead languages. We 
will define sets W;, . . . , WA of tree automata and corresponding sets V;, . . . , VA of 
languages uch that for 2 f i d n: 
(a) V,C = {L(Z’) 12’ E Wi}, 
(b) W,, E DTADRi-2 (and hence l’: G DRi_ 1), 
(c) ~w,c~=~V;~=~~~=~~~. 
The set Wi will be constructed inductively from W,‘_, and K. The specific bijection 
between Wi and Wi is denoted by tii. For i = 2, define 
Clearly W; G DTADRO = DTADR, and the conditions (a)-(c) hold. In this case the 
bijection ~1~ assigns &# to X. Proceeding inductively, let 3 < i < n - 1, and assume 
that W;_ 1 E DTADRims and V,‘- 1 E DRi-2 have been defined such that conditions 
(a)-(c) hold and bijection ai- assigns %’ E W,C-, to % E Wi-1. For each dtaDR1-’ 
X = (C,C, H, ho, P> E Wi, we define a corresponding dtaD& 2 
2’ = (r, r, H, ho, P’ ) E W; as follows. For each h E H, c E CO, let 
h(a) -+ o E P if and only if h(o) + CJ E P’, 
and for each h E H, m >, 1, IS E C,, qb, E r, let 
(h(~,(x,,...,x,))~~,(h,(x,),...,h,(x,)); Y;,..., WEP’ 
if and only if 
<44xl, . . . ,x,))-‘o(hl(xl),...,h,(x,)); Y,,...,yn,)~p, 
where for each j (1 < j < m), Yj = L(Xj) with S’j E Wi- 1, Y,’ = L(s?‘>) with 
HJ E Wi_ 1, and Xi corresponds to ~j under bijection Cli- 1. This completes the 
construction of X’. We define 
W,C = {%‘I%’ E Wi} and l’,l = {L(X”)) W E W;>, 
and the bijection Ri between Wi and W,C, assigns ?’ to X. The relationship between 
Z” E Wi and 2 E Wi, which correspond to each other via pi, is expressed in the 
following claim. 
Claim G. Let p E Tz and d(p) *zp’~Tr. Thenforeachi(2<idn),ifXEWiand 
SF E W; correspond via bijection tli, then 
p E L(S) if and only if p’ E L(F). 
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Proof. It suffices to prove the following, more general equivalence: for each p E Tz, 
h E H, 
h(p) 2 p if and only if h(p’) $, p’. 
We prove this equivalence by induction on i. For i = 2, the equivalence follows from 
Claim F. Suppose that 3 Q i d n and that the equivalence holds for i - 1. 
For the only-if-direction we proceed by induction on the structure of trees in Tz. 
For p E CO, the implication follows by the construction of X’. Let p = o(p,, . . . , p,) for 
some o E C,. Then the computation of $9 on p is of the form 
d(P) = 44Pl, *.- ?PnJ) =g h7MPlh ... 3 4Pm)) $- MP;, ... ,PL) = P’, 
where for each j (1 G j < m), d(pj) * 2 pj. Consider the derivation 
where the rule 
<&(xi, . . . ,x,))+ @r(xr), . . ..Mx.)); Y,, . . . 9 W E P 
is appplied in the first step of the derivation, and for each j (1 < j < m), pj E Yj and 
hj(pj) 3% pj. Then, by the construction of Z’, 
MMx,, . . . 9 ~,))~~a(hl(xl),...,h,(x,)); Y;,..., KL>EP’, 
where for each j (1 < j < m), Yj = L(~j) with #j E IV_ 1, Yj = L(Xi) with 
Xi E W/_ 1, and ~j and XJ correspond via the bijection Cli_ 1. By induction hypothe- 
sis, pi E Yi and hj(p3) * 2, pi (1 < j < K), hence we have the following derivation in 
2’: 
h(p’)= h(&(p;,...,pL) ; &,(h~(p;),...,h,(p:) ;, MP;,...,P:)=P’. 
The if-direction proceeds by induction on the structure of trees in Tr. For p’ E r,,, 
the implication follows from the definition of X’. Let p’ = 4Jp;, . . . ,pk) for m 3 1. 
Consider the derivation 
h(p’)=h(A(p;,...,~L) g, Mh~(p’d...,h,(pLJ ;, A(P;,...,PL), 
where hj(pi) Z= $ pi (1 < j < m), the rule 
(h&(x,, . . . 9 x,))j~~(hl(x1),...,h,(x,)); Y;,..., f’,L>~f’ 
is applied in the first step, and p; E Yj (1 < j < m). Let p = cr(p,, . . . , pm) E TZ such 
that d(p) -2 p’ and therefore d(pj) * Z$ pj (1 < j 6 m). By induction hypothesis, 
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pj E Yj and hj(pj) * f pj (1 < j Q m). From the construction of S’, the rule 
(h(O,, ... ,X,))-‘o(hl(xl),...,h*(x,)); Y,,...,Y,>EP, 
where Yj = L(Zj) with S?j E II’_ 1, Yjl = L(S;) with XI E Wj’, and the tree automata 
2” and S’> correspond via the bijection Oli- 1. Hence, 
Q-4 = @(PI, ... ,PnJ) =$ @,(PI), ... ,Ll(P,)) ; dP,> ... ,PnJ = P. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.4 (continued). We will now define the rules of d’ = 
(f, A, A, ao, P&r>. For each a E A, o E Co, and q E Td, we let (a(a) + q; ) E Pdr if and 
only if (a(o) + q;) E Pd. For each a E A, o E C, (m 2 l), and 4 E T, (A(TZ(X,))), 
(44x1, . . . ,x,))+q; Y;,...,YL)EP&, 
if and only if 
<44x1, ... ,X,))-;-, 4; Y1, . . . . Y,> E P&, 
where for each 1 d j Q m, Yj = L(;rEpi) with Xj E W,, Yj = L(Z’J) with XJ E WA, and 
tree automata 35’j and 2’; correspond via bijection ~1,. This completes the definition of 
d’ and it only remains to prove the following claim. 
Proof. It is suffices to prove that for each a E A, p E Tz. with d(p) =t. 2 p’ E Tr, and 
q E Tr, the equivalence 
a(p) 5 q if and only if a( p’) 5 q 
holds. The if-direction is proved by induction on the structure of trees. For p E Co, the 
implication follows immediately from the definition of d’. Let M > 1, Q E C,, 
P = dP,> ...I p,), and consider the derivation 
a(P) =a(o(P~t.**,Prn)) 2 tCal(Pi,),...,ak(Pi,)l ’ tCqilT... 
d 
9 4i,l = 4, 
where the rule 
(44x1, . . . 2 xm))+ tCal(xi,), *.. 3 ak(xi,)l; YI 3 . . ., Ynt) E Pat> 
with t E Tz(Xk), k 3 0, a,, . . . , ak E A, is applied in the first step. Moreover, for each 
1 < j Q m, Pj E Yj, and for each 1 < j < k, aj(Pi,) * 2 qij. Consider the derivation of 
9 on p: 
d(P) = WP,, . . . ,P,)) 2 #Mpd, .-. ,d(P,)) 3 MP’II a.. 3 Pa = P’. 
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By the construction of d’, 
where for each j (1 < j < m), Yj = L(~j) with Sj E W,, Yi = L(Si) with Xi E Wi, 
and the automata %‘j and 2; correspond via the bijection CI,,. By Claim G, pj E Yj 
(1 < j < m). By induction hypothesis, for each 1 < j 6 k, Uj(p;,) * 2, qij. It follows 
that 
The if-direction is also proved by induction on the structure of trees. For 
p’ E r,,( = C,), the implication follows immediately from the construction of &‘. Let 
m31,~,Er,(henceoEC,),p’=~,(p;,... ,pk), and consider the derivation: 
where the rule 
with t E Td(Xk), k 2 0, aI, . . . , ak E A, is applied in the first step. It follows that for each 
j (1 < j < m), pi E Yjl, and that for each j (1 < j < k), uj(pij) +sglqij. 
Consider the derivation of 9 that produces p’: 
d(P) = 44Pl> ..- >PnJ) ; 9w(Pl), . . . 34Pffl)) $ &AP;, a.’ ?PLJ = P’. 
By the construction of SZ”, the rule 
(0(x1, ... ,X,))--,tCUl(xi,),...,uk(xi,)]; YI,..*, Ym) 
must be in Pd, and for each j (1 < j < m), Yj = L(%j) with Xj E W,, Yj = L(Af>) with 
z?; E WA, and tree automata Hj and SPY correspond via the bijection tl,. By Claim G, 
pj E I$ (1 < j < m). By the induction hypothesis, aj(pi,) * 2 qij (1 < j ,< k). Hence, 
a(P) = ~(~(PIY ..* ,Prn)) 2 tCal(Pi,), .*. ,ak(pi,)] s t[qit, ... ,qik] = 4. 0 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.4. 
4. Consequences and conclusion 
In this section we summarize the consequences of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4. 
Consequence 4.1. For every n B 0, DTTDRn E (DTTDR)“+l. 
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Proof. We proceed by an induction on IZ. For n = 1, the inclusion follows from 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that the result holds for n - 1. Then 
DTT DRn c DTTDRoDTTDRn-I by Theorem 3.4 
c DTTDR 0 (DTTDR) by the induction hypothesis 
= (DTTDR)n+l. 
We now recall two results from L-171. The first one states that the composition of n + 1 
dttDR’s can be simulated by a single dttDRn, and the second one states that iterating the 
compositions of dttDR’ s gives rise to a proper hierarchy. 
Proposition 4.2. For every n > 0, (DTTDR)n+ ’ E DTTDRn. 
Proposition 4.3. For every n 2 0, (DTTDR)” c (DTTDR)“’ ‘. 
Consequence 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 establish the main result of our paper which 
can be viewed as expressing atrade-off relationship between look-ahead and composi- 
tion: DR, look-ahead is equivalent o (n + l)-fold composition. 
Theorem 4.4. For every n 2 0, DTTDRn = (DTTDR)“’ I.
Theorem 4.4 and Proposition 4.3 imply the following decomposition and hierarchy 
results for the classes DTTDRn. 
Consequence 4.5. For every k, n 3 0, DTTDRk 0 DTTDRn = DTTDRktn+l. 
Consequence 4.6. For every n > 0, DTTDRn c DTTDRn + I. 
We conclude by asking whether the results proved in this paper for deterministic 
top-down tree transducers hold for nondeterministic transducers as well. For 
example, do the classes TTDRO (n 2 0) f orm a proper hierarchy? Or, how is the class 
TTDR, + I related to (TTDR)“? We wil1 state these questions formally as a very strong 
conjecture. 
Conjecture 4.7. For every n 2 0, TTDRn = ( TTDR)n + ‘. 
We also conjecture that all the inclusions in (t), in Section 1, are proper. 
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